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Scott and Norman are the third-party defendants in an action
brought by the Trustee against Defendant John Wilber who is the
ex-husband of the Debtor.  Prior to bankruptcy, the Defendant and
the Debtor divorced, with the divorce decree incorporating a
stipulated property settlement between the parties.  The decree
ordered that certain real property was awarded to the Defendant
and required the Debtor to execute the necessary documents to
effectuate the transfer.  The Debtor executed and delivered to
Defendant a deed to the property and then filed bankruptcy.  The
deed was recorded within 90 days prior to Debtor’s petition date. 
Trustee sought to recover the Debtor’s interest in the property
as a preferential transfer and by using the strong-arm powers of
§ 544(a)(3)once the recording was avoided as preferential.  The
Trustee filed a motion for summary judgment and the third-party
defendants filed a cross-motion for summary judgment, to which
the Defendant joined.  The Bankruptcy Court granted summary
judgment to Defendant and third-party defendants and denied
summary judgment to Trustee.  Trustee appealed.

The BAP agreed with the Bankruptcy Court that a decree of
dissolution does not create an antecedent debt; absent an
antecedent debt, a transfer made subject to the decree cannot be
attacked as preferential.  Instead, the filing of a petition for
dissolution of marriage under Oregon law creates “a species of
coownership” which is considered a partitioning of jointly owned
property and should be treated in the same manner as a resulting
trust. 

Because the recording of the deed could not be avoided as
preferential, Trustee could not avoid the transfer under §
544(a)(3).  Even if the deed had not been recorded, the Trustee
would have succeeded only to the bare legal title to the property
with the obligation to transfer the property to the defendant
Wilber.
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Underlying opinion is at 
E99-23(10)




























